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Turoyo is an endangered Central Neo-Aramaic language1 spoken
originally in southeastern Turkey, and spoken today mainly in a
widespread diaspora community (Weaver and Kiraz 2016).

All data come from Jastrow’s (1993) Turoyo grammar.

1 Allomorphy in Turoyo

1.1 The components of the Turoyo verb

Like all Neo-Aramaic languages, Turoyo has rich verbal morphology,
especially w.r.t. agreement.

(1) z@bt
˙catch.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-l-e (=z@bt
˙
atle)2

-L-3m.sg

‘you (fem. sg.) catch him’ (p. 135)

nb. Throughout the handout:

– Pronunciations are given in parentheses for each example.

– Subject agreement is in red; object agreement is in blue
(in this section only).

1The genetic classification of Neo-Aramaic languages/dialects is not uncon-
troversial; see e.g. Coghill (1999) and references therein.

2We see two general phonological processes in the language at work here:
vowel hiatus resolution (deletion of @) and o→a in closed syllables.

• The bold italic capital letter in the agreement glosses indicates
different paradigms/patterns of agreement:

(i) the “base” set (B), always adjacent to the verb base

– encodes # and gender of an argument

Table 1: B suffixes in Turoyo (p. 125)

B form(s)

M.SG -∅

F.SG -o

PL -i/-@n

(ii) the “simple” set (S)

– encodes π and # of an argument

– always indexes the same argument as B

(iii) the “ l-initial” set (L)

– encodes π, #, and gender of an argument

– always indexes a different argument than B/S

Table 2: S and L suffixes in Turoyo (p. 128–129)

S form L form3

1SG -no -l-i

1PL -na -l-an

2M.SG
-@t

-l-@x
2F.SG -l-ax

2PL -utu -l-xu/-n-xu

3M.SG

-∅
-l-e

3F.SG -l-a
3PL -l-le/-n-ne

3The L forms are bimorphemic, consisting of an l piece plus a “personal
suffix”, the latter of which is found on prepositions and in pronominal possessors.
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This basic template (V-B-S-L) is complexified in a number of ways,
which (for the most part) won’t centrally concern us here:

• The finite verb base’s vocalic “pattern” varies based on aspect

• The verb can bear non-agreement-related affixes, e.g., negation
(prefix), future tense (prefix)

• Which agreement suffixes agree with which arguments changes
based on transitivity and aspect

The allomorphy of interest (bolded in Tables 1 and 2):4

• The form of the B agreement suffix is sensitive to phonological
material that follows it in the verbal complex, §2.2

• The form of the L agreement suffix is sensitive to phonologi-
cal material that follows it and morphosyntactic features that
precede it in the verbal complex, §2.3

1.2 B allomorphy

There is one clear case of non-surface allomorphy within the B set,
the form of the B suffix when it indexes a plural argument:

(2) a. Bpl → -i / CV (3a) or # (3b) (p. 127)
(= in an open syllable)

b. Bpl → -@n / CC (3c)
(= in a closed syllable)

(3) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-i
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-l-a (=n@šqila)
-L-3f.sg

‘they kiss her’ (p. 133)

b. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-i
-Bpl

-∅ (=gah
˙
iki)

-S3

‘they laughed’ (p. 129)

4One could argue that the whole suffix series is a massive portmanteau,
learned idiosyncratically/idiomatically. However, this seems implausible to me,
as even considering just basic intransitive and transitive finite verbs without the
past tense morpheme (see Appendix A), this would comprise 129 suffix forms.

c. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-n-xu (=n@šq@nxu)
-L-2pl

‘they kiss you (pl)’ (p. 127)

• I will take the elsewhere allomorph to be -i, (2a)/(3a–b).

• The -@n allomorph, (2b)/(3c) is not plausibly derived from -i
by a general phonological process in the language.

– No general process of nasal-insertion (or deletion)

– Not phonologically motivated5

⋄ In fact, this allomorph choice always creates a phono-
tactic violation, *CCC

⋄ This violation is repaired by deleting one of the first
two consonant slots (impossible to tell which)

nb. Infixation will later show us that -i/-@n allomorphy can’t
be reduced to -i/-@ allomorphy (alongside L allomorphy).

⇒ The -i/-@n Bpl alternation is best characterized as:

• Suppletive allomorphy

• Triggered by the phonological form of the following overt
morpheme in the verbal complex

Note that preliminarily, this looks problematic for the basic form of
directionality:

• B is sensitive to the phonological form of S and L, which are
linearly further away from the verb root

• Is this allomorphy outwardly sensitive to phonology?

– A preview of the answer (§2): No, this outward sensitivity
is only apparent; it’s really inward sensitivity.

5It is in fact common for allomorph choice, even phonologically-conditioned
allomorphy, to not be phonologically optimizing (e.g., Paster 2006), which can
be taken as evidence against global approaches to allomorphy (Embick 2010).
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1.3 L allomorphy

1.3.1 Introducing the l/n alternation

Two of the L suffixes, L2pl and L3pl, begin with two consonant
slots, with the first consonant typically being l (as is characteristic).

(4) The elsewhere l form of L3pl and L2pl

a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-l-le (=n@šqalle)
-L-3pl

‘she kisses them’ (p. 133)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-l-xu (=n@šqalxu)
-L-2pl

‘she kisses you (pl)’ (p. 133)

Unlike the other L suffixes, these two L suffixes behave exceptionally
in that they undergo an alternation, schematized in (5)

(5) a. L-3pl → -l-le (elsewhere)
→ -n-ne / pl

b. L-2pl → -l-xu (elsewhere)
→ -n-xu / pl

• As shown in (6)–(8), whenever -l-le and -l-xu follow a plural
morpheme, they surface as -n-ne and -n-xu.

(6) L3pl and L2pl following B/S2pl

a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-n-ne (=z@bt
˙
utne)

-L-3pl

‘you (pl) catch them’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-n-xu (=z@bt
˙
ut@nxu)6

-L-2pl

‘you (pl) catch yourselves’ (p. 135)

6The final vowel of the S suffix is deleted in (6a)/(11a) but is reduced in
(6b)/(11b). This seems to be a result of vowel deletion in a closed syllable being
blocked when it will necessitate consonant deletion (vs. shortening). However,

(7) L3pl and L2pl following B/S1pl

a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-na
-S1pl

-n-ne (=z@bt
˙
inanne)

-L-3pl

‘we catch them’ (p. 136)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-na
-S1pl

-n-xu (=z@bt
˙
inanxu)

-L-2pl

‘we catch you (pl)’ (p. 136)

(8) L3pl and L2pl following B/S3pl

a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅7

-S3

-n-ne (=n@šq@nne)
-L-3pl

‘they kiss them’ (p. 127)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-n-xu (=n@šq@nxu)
-L-2pl

‘they kiss you (pl)’ (p. 127)

• This allomorphy is independent of B allomorphy (it’s
not assimilation), as seen most clearly in (6).

• All other L suffixes stay l-initial in all morphological
environments, including immediately following a plural, (9)

(9) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-i
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-l-a (=n@šqila)
-L-3f.sg

‘they kiss her’ (p. 133)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-l-e (=z@bt
˙
utle)

-L-3m.sg

‘you (pl) catch him’ (p. 135)

c. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-na
-S1pl

-l-an (=z@bt
˙
inalan)

-L-1pl

‘we catch ourselves’ (p. 135)

this may not be the right characterization, as it makes the wrong prediction
w.r.t. the placement of the past tense morpheme, cf. Appendix A and fn. ??.

7I assume that the S suffix, though not overtly displaying a number distinc-
tion in 3rd person, cf. Table 2, still abstractly contains number in 3rd person.
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– These L suffixes even stay l-initial when following an n
(showing l ’s resistance to progressive assimilation):

(10) s@m
make.pfv

-l-an
-L-1pl

-l-e (=s@mlanle)
-L-3m.sg

‘we made him’ (p. 139)

⇒ The l/n alternation seems to be best characterized as:

• A morphophonological alternation

• Triggered (at least in part) by the morphosyntactic features
of the preceding morpheme in the verbal complex8

1.3.2 The l/n alternation is fully general

The l/n alternation occurs in the context of any (immediately) pre-
ceding plural feature, not just a plural B/S suffix.

• In plural imperatives, where the plural marker is distinct from
that of canonical perfectives/imperfectives, we find the n forms
of the L suffixes:

(11) a. zbāt
˙catch.imper

-u
-imper.pl

-n-ne (=zbāt
˙
ne)

-L-3pl

‘catch them!’ (addressed to you (pl)) (p. 141)

b. zbāt
˙catch.imper

-u
-imper.pl

-n-xu (=zbāt
˙
@nxu)

-L-2pl

‘catch yourselves!’ (addressed to you (pl)) (p. 141)

• When two L suffixes are stacked, and the first is pl, the second
appears in its n form:

(12) a. s@m
make.pfv

-l-xu
-L-2pl

-n-ne (=s@mx@nne)
-L-3pl

‘you (pl) made them’ (p. 139)

8Historically, all the plural agr morphemes ended in n (N. Patel, p.c.), which
helps us understand the alternation’s origin, but not its synchronic behavior.

b. s@m
make.pfv

-l-xu
-L-2pl

-n-xu (=s@mx@nxu)
-L-2pl

‘you (pl) made yourselves’ (p. 139)

⇒ The -l-xu/-n-xu and -l-le/-n-ne alternations are fully general.

1.3.3 What exactly is alternating?

The l/n alternation looks like it crosses a morpheme boundary:

(13) -l
-L

-le
-3pl

→ -n
-L

-ne
-3pl

(cf. -l
-L

-xu
-2pl

→ -n
-L

-xu)
-2pl

• Does the alternation need to be stated over the whole L form?

• No: the l/n alternation targets just the L-marker itself.

A closer look at the phonology of the “personal suffixes”:

• The “personal suffixes” (the piece of the L suffix that encodes
person, number, and gender) occur in other environments, e.g.:

Table 3: Inflected prepositions (p. 258, 262)

min ‘with X’ xtoT ‘as X’

1SG min-i xtoT-i

1PL min-an xtoT-an

2M.SG min-@x xtoT-@x

2F.SG min-ax xtoT-ax

2PL m@n-xu xtaT-xu

3M.SG min-e xtoT-e

3F.SG min-a xtoT-a

3PL m@n-ne xtaT-Te

• They all straightforwardly appear as their L form minus the l,
except for 3pl, bolded above.

– The first C of the 3pl personal suffix is always identical
to the C that precedes it.

(14) 3pl → -Ce (C = empty consonant slot)
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Recognizing the 3pl form as (14), we can locate the l/n alter-
nation entirely in the L component.

• Enables us to formalize the l/n alternation as in (15):

(15) L → -n / pl C
-l / (elsewhere)

= The L marker is realized as n when it follows a plural feature
and precedes a consonant.

– Captures the fact that the l/n alternation occurs only be-
fore C-initial personal suffixes (2pl and 3pl).

1.4 Interim summary

The Turoyo finite verb:

(16) V.asp -B
-#.gen

-S
-π.#

-L
-l+π.#.gen

There are two independent cases of contextual allomorphy in (16):

1) Suppletive allomorphy in the B suffix series:

(17) Bpl → -i (elsewhere)
→ -@n / CC

– Looks like outward sensitivity to phonological form

2) Suppletive allomorphy in the L suffix series:

(18) L → -n / pl C
-l / (elsewhere)

– Looks like inward sensitivity to morphosyntactic features
and outward sensitivity to phonological form

We can now ask: Is this pattern truly directionally deviant?

2 The verb word in Turoyo

The surface-obvious analysis of Turoyo verbs would be to take all
the morphemes in the verbal complex to be within a complex X0.

(19) z@bt
˙catch.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-l-e (=z@bt
˙
atle)

-L-3m.sg

‘you (fem. sg.) catch him’ (p. 135)

(20)

V
catch

zbt
˙

BAgr

Bf.sg

-o

SAgr

S2sg

-@t

LAgr

L-3m.sg

-l-e

• VI (choosing an exponent) at BAgr is outwardly sensitive to
the phonological form of SAgr and LAgr, as per (17)

• A morphophonological rule at LAgr is inwardly sensitive to
the morphosyntactic features of BAgr/SAgr, as per (18)

⇒ This necessitates that VI starts at the highest node in this
structure and works from the outside in. (!)

• If (20) is derived by head movement, the (rough) syntactic
structure feeding (20) will be one in which LAgr is the highest:

(21) LAgrP

LAgr
L-3m.sg

-l-e

SAgrP

SAgr
S2sg

-@t

BAgrP

BAgr
Bf.sg

-o

VP

V
catch

zbt
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An alternative analysis holds that the syntactic structure underlying
the verb word in Turoyo is the opposite of (21).

(22) BAgrP

BAgr
Bf.sg

-o

SAgrP

SAgr
S2sg

-@t

LAgrP

LAgr
L-3m.sg

-l-e

VP

V
catch

zbt

• Three ways to derive the verb word from this underlying struc-
ture (getting the morpheme order right, etc.):

– Traditional head movement (L up to B) combined with
a very general operation of Merger Under Adjacency
(Marantz 1984, Bobaljik 1994, Barragan 2003, Harley
2013, i.a.) to join the verb with this agreement complex

– Long-distance head movement of V in the syntax, followed
by post-syntactic head movement of L up to the higher
position of the verb (inspired by Harizanov and Gribanova
To appear)

– The VP syntactically raises to precede the B morpheme,
and the verb word is not in fact an X0, but rather all the
morphemes are spelled out independently in their base-
generated positions, and look like a word just because
they’re adjacent to each other (inspired by Julien 2002,
2007, Compton and Pittman 2010)

⇒ All of these solve the cyclicity/directionality problem, and so I
assume that the underlying structure in (22) is the right one.

3 Some phonological processes in Turoyo

A number of phonological processes in Turoyo obscure the full form
of the underlying morphemes in verbs. Four will be important here:

• Hiatus resolution: When two vowels are adjacent, one is
deleted;9 as seen e.g. in (6)

= hiat (abbreviation I’ll use for annotating examples)

• Lowering: /o/ is realized as [a] in closed syllables; e.g., (1)

= low

• Empty C assimilation: An empty consonant slot (C) takes
on the features of an adjacent consonant; (23)

= assim

(23) a. PaC-
det.pl-

malk-e (=Pammalke)
king-pl

‘the kings’ (p. 37)

b. PaC-
det.pl-

èez-e (=Paèèeze)
goat-pl

‘the goats’ (p. 37)

• Shortening: A long consonant (or a series of adjacent iden-
tical consonants) is shortened non-intervocalically; (24)

= shrt

(24) a. šarr (=šar)
fight
‘a fight’ (p. 17)

b. Pu-
det.m.sg-

šarr
fight

-aTTe (=PušarraTTe)
-3pl.poss

‘their fight’ (p. 17)

9Vowel hiatus resolution does not consistently delete the first or second vowel
in hiatus, but does consistently delete a particular vowel in a given vowel cluster.
It is beyond the scope of this talk to determine exactly what features regulate
which vowel is deleted.
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4 Past tense marking in Turoyo

The past tense morpheme -wa is notable in two ways:

• -wa has a variable position in the verb.

• -wa is visible to phonology, but invisible to allomorphy.

4.1 The distribution of -wa

The past tense morpheme -wa always follows the verb stem, but
sometimes precedes and sometimes follows the S marker, Table 3.

– Note that -wa has the form -way before CV, determined based
on its surface position.

Table 4: Surface position of -wa in the verb (p. 154)

B+S ‘laugh.pfv’ B past S past surface form

1m.sg gah
˙
ik -∅ -wa -no = gah

˙
@kwayno

1f.sg gah
˙
ik -o -wa -no = gah

˙
ikowayno

1pl gah
˙
ik -i -wa -na = gah

˙
ikiwayna

2m.sg gah
˙
ik -∅ -@t -wa = gah

˙
ik@twa

2f.sg gah
˙
ik -o -@t -wa = gah

˙
ikatwa

2pl gah
˙
ik -i -ut -wa = gah

˙
ikutwa

3m.sg gah
˙
ik -∅ (-wa) -∅ -wa = gah

˙
@kwa

3f.sg gah
˙
ik -o (-wa) -∅ -wa = gah

˙
ikowa

3pl gah
˙
ik -i (-wa) -∅ -wa = gah

˙
ikiwa

Three possible characterizations of -wa’s placement:

1. Featurally-conditioned ordering (Jastrow 1993:150):
-wa precedes S when S is 1st person, and follows S otherwise.

2. Phonologically-conditioned ordering:
-wa precedes S when S is consonant-initial, follows S otherwise.

3. Infixation (phonological subcategorization):
-wa appears at the first syllable boundary after the verb base.10

It will not ultimately matter which of these analyses is “right”.

10For this characterization to work, L markers must be outside of the window
that -wa considers in finding the closest syllable boundary.

4.2 Phonology, allomorphy, and -wa

Surprisingly, -wa is treated very differently by morphological
processes vs. phonological processes.

First, we can observe through minimal pairs that phonology “sees”
-wa in its surface position in a perfectly predictable way:

(25) a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-C-Ce (=z@bt
˙
@tte)

-L-3pl assim,shrt

‘you (masc. sg.) catch them’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-wa
-pst

-C-Ce(=z@bt
˙
@twalle)

-L-3pl dfltL

‘you (masc. sg.) used to catch them’ (p. 135)

⇒ In (25b), -wa bleeds empty C assimilation and shortening,
and feeds default L

(26) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-C-Ce (=n@šqalle)
-L-3pl low,dfltL

‘she kisses them’ (p. 133)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-C-Ce (=n@šqowalle)
-L-3pl dfltL

‘she used to kiss them’ (p. 133)

⇒ In (26b), -wa bleeds lowering

Allomorphy, on the other hand, is totally unaffected by -wa:

• Featurally-conditioned allomorphy (of dat L) persists:

(27) a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-ut
-S2pl

-n-Ce (=z@bt
˙
utne)

-L-3pl hiat,assim,shrt

‘you (pl.) catch them’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-ut
-S2pl

-wa
-pst

-n-Ce (=z@bt
˙
utwanne)

-L-3pl hiat,assim

‘you (pl.) used to catch them’ (p. 135)
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(28) a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-ut
-S2pl

-n-xu (=z@bt
˙
ut@nxu)

-L-2pl hiat,epenth

‘you (pl.) catch yourselves’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-ut
-S2pl

-wa
-pst

-n-xu (=z@bt
˙
utwanxu)

-L-2pl hiat

‘you (pl.) used to catch yourselves’ (p. 135)

⇒ In (27b)/(28b), -wa disrupts the surface locality of pl and the
L morpheme, but doesn’t block the choice of n over l.

• Phonologically-conditioned allomorphy (of Bpl) persists!

(29) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-n-xu (n@šq@nxu)
-L-2pl shrt

‘they kiss you (pl.)’ (p. 127)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-n-xu (=n@šq@nwanxu)
-L-2pl

‘they used to kiss you (pl.)’ (p. 134)

(30) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-n-Ce (=n@šq@nne)
-L-3pl assim,shrt

‘they kiss them’ (p. 127)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-n-Ce (=n@šq@nwanne)
-L-3pl assim

‘they used to kiss them’ (p. 134)

⇒ In (29b)/(30b), -wa disrupts the surface locality of CC and the
B morpheme, but doesn’t block the choice of -@n over -i !

Preliminary conclusions from this data:

• -wa is not in its surface (intervening) position at the point of
exponent choice.

• But it is in its surface position by the time phonological pro-
cesses apply.

⇒ This state of affairs is only understandable if exponent choice
precedes phonology.

4.3 Analysis of -wa

An analysis of -wa as originating morphosyntactically outside of
the agreement cluster can capture its behavior in terms of both
allomorphy and phonological processes.

Components of the proposal:

• -wa is morphosyntactically adjacent to the verb base, (31)

(31) a. V-past-B-S-L

b.

Verb
catch.impf

z@bt
˙

T
-wa
pst

BAgr

Bf.sg

-o

SAgr

S2sg

-@t

LAgr

L-3m.sg

-l-e

• -wa has a condition on its placement (à la Yu 2007), (32)11

(32) Phonological subcategorization of past: ]σ

• Exponent choice (Vocabulary Insertion) is cyclic, starting from
the most deeply embedded node (Carstairs 1987, Bobaljik 2000,
Carstairs-McCarthy 2001, Adger et al. 2003, Embick 2010, i.a.).

• -wa satisfies its phonological requirement as soon as it can...

– after exponent choice for B, S, and L

– before (most of) phonology

11There are other ways this movement of -wa can be modeled that do not
impact the broad conclusions here. One alternative is for this condition on -wa

to be morphosyntactic in nature, requiring Lowering of T in a particular featural
or phonological environment (à la Embick and Noyer 2001). Another alternative
is that this could be phonological re-ordering of affixes, though this requires
that the relevant morphological information to persist into the phonological
component of the grammar; see relevant discussion in Paster 2009, Kim 2015.
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I’ll run through an example derivation for the verb in (33).

(33) n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-wa
-past

-n-xu (=n@šq@nwanxu)
-L-2pl

‘they used to kiss you (pl.)’ (p. 134)

Step 1: The syntax assembles abstract morphemes.

(34)

Verb
kiss.impf T

past BAgr

Bpl SAgr

S3pl

LAgr

L-2pl

Step 2: Vocabulary Insertion proceeds from the most deeply
embedded node up, satisfying any additional conditions a mor-
pheme has at the same time as exponent choice.

– 2pl ⇒ -xu = xu

– L ⇒ n / pl C = nxu

– S3pl ⇒ -∅ = nxu

– Bpl ⇒ -@n / CC = @nnxu

– past

⋆ Syllabification = @n.nxu

⋆ Infixation of past = @n-past-nxu

⋆ past ⇒ -wa = @nwanxu

– kiss.impf ⇒ n@šq = n@šq@nwanxu

Step 3: The verb word is sent to the phonology.12

– n@šq@nwanxu is phonologically well-formed, so no phono-
logical processes are triggered.

12Note that if every instance of Vocabulary Insertion triggered phonological
processes (à la Myler 2017), we would not arrive at the right surface form here,
as nn would undergo shortening.

5 Implications

The Turoyo data and the conclusions it motivates are in conflict
with a popular way of modeling phonologically-conditioned allomor-
phy and infixation (see McCarthy and Prince 1993a,b, Mester 1994,
Kager 1996, Kim 2010, i.a.):

a. Phonology and morphology take place/are evaluated in parallel.

b. A phonological consideration may “trump” a morphological one.

The Turoyo data argue strongly against the above model and in
favor of a separation of morphology and phonology, with morphology
preceding phonology derivationally.

• Allomorphy in Turoyo:

– feeds/bleeds phonological processes

– anti-optimizing

– surface opaque

• Infixation in Turoyo:

– counterfeeds/counterbleeds allomorphy

– feeds/bleeds phonological processes

⇒ These conclusions are in line with those of Paster (2006, 2009),
Embick (2010), i.a. (cf. Kim 2015).
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